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Abstract. Formal program development by transformations comprises not only transitions 
between equivalent control constructs but also suitable changes of data structures. In principle 
these two (conceptually different) kinds of derivation steps can be done rather independent of 
each other. If, however, efficient programs are aimed at, it is vitally important to suitably 
intertwine them in order to benefit from their mutual influence. For this way of ‘joint development’ 
the paper aims at elaborating a kind of guide-line the practical use of which is illustrated by 
means of a non-trivial example. 
Introduction 
In the project CIP (Computer-aided, Muition-guided Programming; for an 
introduction see Bauer and Wiissner [6]) particular emphasis has been given not 
only to the construction of algorithms by means of tranformations (cf. Bauer et al. 
[3], Broy and Pepper [9]) but also to appropriate tools for defining and developing 
data structures. It has turned out that (in particular hierarchies of) algebraically 
defined abstract types (cf. Wirsing et al. [24]) are well suited to fit in with the 
transformational approach. 
Usually a formal program development does not treat algorithms and data 
structures in separate ways, but tries to benefit from their mutual influences. 
Although in this process of joint development (early ideas can be found in Partsch 
and Broy [20] or Dosch et al. [15]) certain aspects of the respective development 
of the control structure and of the data structure are independent of each other 
(and thus can be done in either ordering-even in parallel), there are certain steps 
on one side that have essential influence on the further development of the other. 
A typical example is given by recursion removal where a clever technique can be 
applied provided the underlying data structures have nice properties (e.g. allow for 
function inversion); another one is given by the fact that the particular usage of a 
data type (especially which operations are used in which context) gives valuable 
hints on suitable data representations (in a restricted framework this even can be 
extended to ‘automatic data structure choice’; see e.g. Schonberg et al. [23]). 
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The guide-line’ that is advocated for joint development may be sketched as 
follows: First we form an abstract specification (that in most cases will be non- 
algorithmic) based on suitable, available algebraically defined abstract types. Since 
at this stage of the development we do not care about efficiency and the like the 
chosen underlying type usually will be not the optimal one for the problem at hand. 
Hence, our next efforts concentrate on finding data types (usually ‘derivatives’ of 
the original one) that are better suited for the particular problem. 
In order to get a feeling for the basic operations needed later in the program 
the specification is first developed into an operative abstract program, since there 
we can figure out (by simple inspection) which these basic operations are. 
For obvious economic reasons the next steps attempt to minimize the number 
of these operations by combinations (of operations always occurring in a fixed 
context), generalizations (i.e. new operations that comprise several of the old ones 
as special cases) or the like. 
If a satisfactorily small number of basic operations has been developed, it is 
appropriate to look for an equivalent (‘more concrete’) abstract type where these 
operations are easily implementable (e.g. simple selection instead of complicated 
computations). 
At this stage it is advisable to leave the development of the data structure and 
turn over to developing the control structure. Then transformations such as 
combining functions to avoid redundant recomputations, improving operations, 
restriction of choice in case of nondeterminism, etc. are performed while always 
taking care of their respective feedback concerning the data type definitions (which 
might cause minor modifications there). A temporary stop in developing the control 
structure is reached when the applicability of a certain efficiency-improving transfor- 
mation (e.g. recursion removal without using stacks) requires additional properties 
of the data structures used. 
The next steps then again deal with the data and aim at finding suitable 
implementations (probably procedural ones, cf. Laut [17]) for the respective types. 
For this activity, apart from the aforementioned additional properties (that, of 
course, should be provided by the implementation -if possible), further hints on 
implementation details may be extracted from the development of the control 
structure. 
An unfolding of this data type representation and some further final improve- 
ments will then conclude the joint development. 
The purpose of our paper is not only to justify and illustrate this general guide-line 
by means of a non-trivial example, but also to exhibit such a joint development in 
more detail. Particular emphasis has been put on a correct formal derivation in 
understandable steps with a clear indication of all design decisions-including clever 
ideas (marked by ‘Eureka’). However, brevity and conceptual clarity has been 
favoured over rigorous formality and completeness. Nevertheless, certain parts of 
’ we prefer this term to ‘strategy’ since the single actions involved strongly depend on the particular 
problem. 
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this sample derivation (e.g. some passages in Section 1 or the development of the 
data structure the details of which can be found in the appendix) have been detailed 
to such a degree that a redevelopment by means of a (mechanical) transformation 
system (for an overview see Partsch and Steinbriiggen [21]) should amount to a 
simple rephrasing. 
1. The initial specification 
The problem we will use for demonstrating some of the issues of joint develop- 
ment is known as ‘production of initial runs by replacement selection’ (cf. Knuth 
[16, p. 254ff]). Before we go into details of this particular algorithm we will consider 
how its basic idea emerges from the more general problem of sorting a given 
sequence of elements. 
1.1. The problem of sorting 
Based on the notion of a sequence of elements of some object set m the solution 
of the problem ‘sort a given sequence’ may be specified as follows’ 
funct sort = (sequ m in) sequ m : 
q sequ m y : ispermutation (y, in) A issorted( 
As basic operations for sequences we will use (later on) 
0 - the empty sequence, 
=O - the test for the empty sequence, 
I.1 - the length of a sequence, 
& - the attaching of a single element (either to the left or to 
the right), 
0 - concatenation, 
top (bottom) - the first (last) element, 
rest (upper) - the remainder after removing the first (last) element. 
A corresponding formal (algebraic) definition can be found in Bauer et al. [4] or [5]. 
A specification of the predicate issorted is not in the focus of our considerations 
xnd can be found elsewhere (cf. e.g. Bauer [l], Broy [7], Darlington [13], or Clark 
md Darlington [12]); a rather simple way of dealing with the predicate ispermutu- 
‘ion (y, x) is to state that y and x considered as multisets (bags) are equal (cf. Bauer 
21). Of course, this requires a suitable transfer function sequtobag mapping a 
sequence into a corresponding bag: 
funct ispermutation = (sequ m x, sequ m y) bool: 
sequtobag (x ) = sequrobag ( y ). 
* The notation we will use in the sequel is defined by the ALGOL-Variant of CIP-L (cf. Bauer et al. 
41); the choice operator 11 means “some . . such that” and denotes an erratic non-deterministic choice. 
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Many of the well-known existing sorting algorithms in a certain way are derivable 
from the above specification by using the divide-and-conquer paradigm which, for 
the sorting problem, leads to the idea: 
Split the input sequence into several parts, sort each of these 
parts individually and then combine them in a suitable way to 
obtain a sorted output sequence. 
(*) 
More formally we start with the equation 
issorted(y)=Zlnatn:3sequmy,,...,y,: 
” 
t/ issorted A y = combine(yl, . . . , y,) 
i=l 
(where combine is a suitable function to produce from several sorted sequences a 
single one which is sorted). 
Again we do not explicitly care about the function combine. However, it should 
be noted that a detailed treatment for the special cases n = 2 and n = 3 can be 
found e.g. in [7, 12, 131. 
Then the application of standard transformations (such as unfolding ispermutation 
and issorted, transitivity of equality, change of an existential quantifier into a choice 
operator, simplifications) yields in a straightforward manner the form as suggested 
by (*): 
funct sort = (sequ m in) sequ m : 
combine(q sequ m yl, . . . , y, : iQl sequtobag(yi) = sequtobag(in) A 
G issorted ( yi ) ) 
i=l 
(where LJ denotes the union of multisets). 
1.2. Producing sorted parts as an individual task 
The usual way of further developing this specification would be to merge the 
tasks of constructing ordered subsequences and combining them. If, however, we 
are faced with the additional problem that the input sequence is too large to fit all 
at once into main memory (which is usually the case if files on secondary storage 
are to be sorted) a fusion of both subtasks is neither possible nor wise and both 
of them have to be dealt with individually. 
Hence, for the following we will concentrate on the subtask of producing a 
sequence of ordered subsequences, i.e. on the function 
funct presort = (sequ m in) sequ sequ m : 
q sequ sequ m S: kJ sequtobag (s) = sequtobag (in ) A 
SCS 
k/ issorred (s) 
SES 
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at which an operative (i.e. recursive) formulation is aimed. We use the classical 
strategy which-after some algebraic manipulations- aims at recursion introduction 
(cf. Manna and Waldinger [ 181) by folding (cf. Burstall and Darlington [ 111). Since 
the obligatory termination proof (that guarantees the correctness of folding) in all 
cases will be straightforward, we will leave it to the reader and do not always 
explicitly mention it. 
Guided by the heuristics of considering particular cases for the parameter in 
order to ‘reduce’ the problem to subproblems, we arrive at distinguishing the cases 
(in = 0) and l(in = 0). 
In the first case obviously 
s=o 
is a possible choice. 
If l(in = 0) holds, it can be split into two parts x1, x2, one of which again must 
be non-empty, i.e. 1(x1 = 0 A x2 = 0). Inspired by our particular application of 
sorting files we furthermore decide to do a splitting that reflects the sequential 
nature of a file, i.e. in =x1 0x2. Hence we have (w.1.o.g. we presuppose 1(x1 = 0)): 
q sequ sequ m S: 3 sequ m x1, x2: x1 ox2 = in A 1(x1 = 0) A 
U sequtubag(s) =sequttAag(x~)u Sequtobag(x2)~ 
SES 
V issorted (S) 
EES 
l(in =O) furthermore implies that S must contain a non-empty sequence si and 
w.1.o.g. we choose s1 =lop(S) and such that additionally sequfobag(S~) = 
sequtobug(x~) holds: 
77 sequsequms: 3sequmxl,x2:x10x2=in hi(xl=O)h 
1 sequ m sir sequ sequ m ~2: S = SI & s2 A 
sequtobug(sl) = sequfobug(xJ A iSSorted h 
U sequfobug(s) = sequrobug(x2) h V issorted( 
SESZ SES2 
Structuring by auxiliary declarations and merging of choice and existential 
quantification then leads to 
sequmi~,i2=~sequmxl,~2:~1~x2=in~~(x1=0); 
(77 sequ m s1: sequtobug(sl) = sequfobug(iJ h issorted & 
(7 sequ sequ m ~2: IJ Sequfobug(s) = Sequfobug(i2) A V issorted( 
b-ES* sssz 
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which finally allows folding with sort and presort: 
funct presort = (sequ m in 1 sequ sequ m : 
if in = 0 then 0 
elsesequmi,,i2~~sequmx~,x2:xI~xr=inhl(.Y1=0); 
sort (i, ) & presort (i,) fi 
The obligatory proof of termination is obvious here. 
1.3. A self-recursive algorithm for producing sorted subsequences 
In this section we aim at manipulating the above algorithm in such a way that 
we finally can eliminate the call of sort and obtain a self-recursive version of 
presort. A first step into this direction is to change the linear recursive routine 
from above into a tail-recursive one by the well-known technique of embedding 
(cf. Bauer and Wossner [6]) in order to have the call of sort on parameter position 
which gives a better access to manipulation. By defining presort1 (r, i,, iz) = 
(r & sort(i,)) & presort(i2), unfolding presort and simplification we get: 
funct presort = (sequ m in ) sequ sequ m : 
if in = 0 then 0 
else sequ m iI, i2 = 17 sequ m xl, x2: 
in =x10x2Ai(xI=O); 
presort1 (0 & 0, il, iz) fi, 
funct presort1 = (sequ sequ m r, sequ m i,, sequ m i2) sequ sequ m : 
if i2 = 0 then r & sort(i,) 
else presort1 (r & sort(il), 77 sequ m xl, x2: 
x1 0 x2 = i2 A 7(x, = 0)) fi. 
In this version the sorted subsequence is attached to the output sequence as a 
whole; similarly the new subsequence to be sorted is removed from the input 
sequence as a whole. Hence, logically the next idea is to do both elementwise. 
1.3.1. Elementwise treatment of subsequences 
In order to achieve our intended goal we apply the following tactics: We first 
introduce suitable auxiliary functions3 in the recursive call of presort1 in order to 
get a handle to the calculation of the new parameters and in particular to be able 
to use additional parameters for this calculation. Suitable manipulations of these 
new functions will then get us into a position to make them vanish again. We 
introduce h and g in presort1 
. . . else presort2 (h (r, il), g(0, id) fi 
3 How many of these auxiliary functions are needed and how to actually define them is more or less 
a matter of experience in transformational methodology. 
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funct h = (sequ sequ m r, sequ m x : l(r = 0)) sequ sequ m : 
upper(r) & (bottom (I) 0 sort(x)) , 
funct g = (sequ m y, sequ m i)(sequ m, sequ m): 
~sequmxl,x2:x1~x2=y~i~i(x1=O) 
(Note that the choice in the body of g is well-defined, since g is used under the 
premise i(y 0 i = O).) 
The auxiliary functions now can be treated separately. For h we get 
upper(r) & (bottom(r) 0 sort(x)) = 
upper(r) & (if sort(x) = 0 
then bottom(r) 
(Definition of 0) 
else (bottom(r) & tup(sort(x))) 0 rest(sort(x)) fi) = 
ifsort(x)=O 
then upper(r) & bottom(r) 
else upper(r) & ((bottom(r) & top(sort (x))) 0 rest(sort(x))) fi = 
(fold, simpl.) 
if x = 0 then r else h(rOtop(sort(x)), rest(sort(x))) fi
where 0 is supposed to be defined by 
funct 0 = (sequ sequ m r, m x : i(r = 0)) sequ sequ m : 
upper(r) & (bottom(r) & x). 
For g we get by case analysis on y and i and restriction of the choice: 
- ifi=O,wehave~sequmxl,x2:x1~x2=y...andobviously(x~,~2)=(y,O)is 
a good choice, 
- if l(i = 0) and additionally l(y = 0) we can arbitrarily choose (x1, x2) = (y, i) 
and 
- if only l(i = 0) we derive from 77 sequ m x1, x2: x1 0 x2 = (y 8~ top(i)) 0 
rest(i). . . by folding (XI, x2) = g(y & top(i), rest(i)). 
Altogether this leads to 
funct g = (sequ m y, sequ m i)(sequ m, sequ m): 
if i = 0 then (y, i) 
0 l(i = 0) A l(y = 0) then (y, i) 
0 l(i = 0) then g(y & top(i), rest(i)) fi. 
Our next efforts concentrate on making h and g vanish again. This is achieved 
in two steps, viz. merging h and g to a new function hg and then merging hg and 
presortl. 
Since both, h and g, occur only in the form 
presort2 (h (. . .), g(. . .)) 
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we define a new function 
funct hg = (sequ sequ m r, sequ m x, sequ m y, sequ m i: l(r = 0)) 
(sequ sequ m, sequ m, sequ m): 
@(r, x ), g(y, i)) 
in order to ultimately merge h and g to a new function (cf. ‘Jamming tactics’ [14]). 
Unfolding, ‘stretching of the guards’, and interchanging guarded expressions and 
tuple construction lead to 
ifi=OAx=Othen(r,y,i) 
0 i = 0 A 1(x = 0) then (h (r, x), y, i) 
Ol(i=O)Al(y=O)Ax=Othen(r,y,i) 
0 3i = 0) AX = 0 then (r, g(y & top(i), rest(i))) 
O~(i=O)~~(y=O)~~(x=O)then(h(rOtup(sort(.r)), 
rest(sort(x ))), y. i) 
0 l(i = 0) A -I(X = 0) then (h(rOtop(sort(x)), rest(sort(x))), 
g(y 52 w(i), rest(i))) fi. 
Using x = 0 + h (r, x) = r, ‘restriction of choice’, folding, and simplification leads to 
funct hg = (sequ sequ m r, sequ m x, sequ m y, sequ m i: l(r = 0)) 
(sequ sequ m, sequ m, sequ m): 
ifi=Othen(h(r,x),y,i) 
Ol(i=O)AX=Othen(r,y,i) 
[7 l(i = 0) A 1(x = 0) then hg(rOtop(sorr(x)), rest(sort(x)), 
y & fop(i), rest(i)) fi. 
It is an interesting consequence of the above ‘restriction of choice’ that now all 
subsequences are of the same length as the one initially chosen in presort. This in 
turn implies that this initial choice might be further restricted, e.g. by admitting 
only sequences of a given length P, provided the length of the input sequence is 
at least P: 
funct presort = (sequ m in, nat P: [in 12 P) sequ sequ m : 
sequmil,i2=~sequmxl,x2:in=xl OX2AlXi]=P; 
presort1 (0 & 0, il, i2). 
Furthermore according to 
hg(0 & 0, 0, iI, i2) = (0 & 0, il, id 
the initial call presort2 (0 & 0, il, i2) is substituted by 
presort1 (hg(0 & 0, 0, ir, i2)). 
The next idea is to merge presort1 and hg. We define 
funct presort2 = (sequ sequ m r, sequ m c, sequ m n, 
sequ m in : i(r = 0)) sequ sequ m : 
presort1 (hg(r, c, n, in )). 
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Unfolding hg, interchanging the guarded expression and function application 
immediately lead to 
if in = 0 then presort1 (h (r, c), n, in) 
0 i(in = 0) A c = 0 then presort1 (r, n, in) 
U l(in = 0) A -I(C = 0) then presort1 (hg(r@top(sort(c)), rest(sort(c)), 
n & top(k), rest(in)) fi. 
By definition of h and g (cf. beginning of Section 1.3.1) we have 
i(in = 0) *presort1 (r, n, in) =presortl (h(r, n), g(0, in)) 
and thus, by folding with hg, 
i(in = 0) * presort1 (r, n, in) = presort1 (hg(r, n, 0, in)). 
Folding with presort2 thus results in 
funct presort2 = (sequ sequ m r, sequ m c, sequ m n, 
sequ m in : i(r = 0)) sequ sequ m : 
if in = 0 then presort1 (h (r, c), n, in ) 
0 l(in = 0) A c = 0 thenpresort2(r & 0, n, 0, in) 
Cl l(in = 0) A l(c = 0) thenpresort2(rOtop(sort(c)), 
rest(sort(c)), n & top(k), rest(k)) fi. 
1.3.2. Introducing some more structure 
If we manage to manipulate the first branch of the above definition in such a 
way that presort1 and h disappear then the functions presort, h, g, and hg are no 
longer needed and all can be eliminated. 
At first we can eliminate presort1 by 
presort1 (h (r, c), n, 0) = (Def. presortl) 
h(r, c) &sort(n) = (Def. h) 
h(h(r, c) & 0, n). 
Now we introduce a new function 
funct clear = (sequ sequ m r. sequ m c, sequ m n : i(r = 0)) sequ sequ m : 
h (h (r, c) & 0, n). 
Unfolding of the inner call of h, interchanging guarded expression and function 
application immediately yields 
ifc=Othenh(r&O,n) 
else h(h(rOtop(sort(c)), rest(sort(c))) & 0, n) fi. 
Motivated by the intention of folding we find that 
(r&O,n)=upper(h(h(r&O,n)&O,O)) 
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holds; distinguishing the cases n = 0 and l(n = O), simplification. and interchanging 
of guarded expressions and function application lead to 
if c = 0 then if n = 0 then upper(r & 0) & 0 
else upper(h (h (r & 0, n) & 0, c)) fi 
else h(h(r@ky7(sort(c)), rest(sort(c))) & 0, n) fi. 
Finally, simplification, folding, and rearrangement of the guarded expression result 
in 
ifc=Ohn=Othenr&O 
elsf c = 0 then upper(c/ear(r & 0, n, c)) 
else clear(rOtop(sort(c)), rest(sort(c>), n) fi. 
It can be shown that for the initial call cZear(r, c, n) in presord always l(n = 0) 
holds. This implies that upon termination of cfear a (single!) upper operation has 
to be performed on an argument u for which botrom(a) = 0 holds. Hence the 
upper operation can be shifted to the termination case and we have 
funct clear = (sequ sequ m r, sequ m c, sequ m n : l(r = 0)) sequ sequ m : 
ifc=Ohn =Othenr 
elsf c = 0 then clear(r & 0, n, c) 
else c[ear(rOrop(sort(c)), rest(sort(c)), n) fi. 
1.3.3. Some further improvements 
Obviously top (sort(c)) = min (c), where min is a suitable operation for determining 
the minimum. Additionally rest(sorr(c)) and c\min (c) (i.e. removal of min (c) from 
c) are indistinguishable with respect to the operations applied to them (here min 
is the only one). Thus the sort operation can be substituted, leading to 
and 
. . . elsepresortZ(rOmin(c), c\min(c), n & fop(in), redin)) fi 
. . . else cfear(rOmin(c), c\min (c), n) fi 
in presort2 and clear, resp. 
Additionally all subsequences-except for the last one-in the resulting sequence 
are of the same predefined length P. This also can be improved, if we do not 
stubbornly attach the new input elements to n, but take into consideration that 
new input elements greater or equal to the minimum of c can be attached to c as 
well: 
. . . elsepresort2(rOmin(c), if fop(in)>min(c) 
then (c\min(c) & fop(k), n) 
else (c\min(c), n & fop(in)) fi, rest(k)) fi. 
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1.4. The complete operative specification 
The specification we will use for our further development is not just a summary 
of the parts developed so far, but reflects a few more (though minor) considerations: 
First of all there is no longer a need for the parameters c and n, resp., to be 
sequences, since the ordering of their elements is changed anyhow and no basic 
operation of sequences is applied to them any longer; hence multisets (i.e. objects 
of a sort bag to be defined below) are better suited, in particular since they leave 
more freedom for efficient implementations.4 
Next, it is convenient to disentangle all parts of the specification as much as 
possible, in order to allow an independent, individual treatment of the parts; we 
will achieve this by simply substituting calls in terminating branches by the respective 
parameter tuples while shifting the call ‘further outside’. 
Finally, we have observed that conditional formulas are slightly less manageable 
than (the equivalent) recursion equations which allow an individual treatment of 
different cases; hence we will use the latter as a notational variant. 
Thus we will use the following specification 
funct presort = (sequ m in, nat P) sequ sequ m : 
cZear(presort2(init(in, P), 0 & 0)) 
where 
funct init = (sequ m in, nat P)(sequ m, bag, bag): 
(~(sequmi,bagb):3sequms:soi=in 
A b = sequtobag(s) A lb] = P, E ), 
funct (sequ m, bag, bag, sequ sequ m )(bag, bag, sequ sequ m 1 presort& 
Vbagc,n,sequsequmout,sequms,mx:3mm:m~c~~~out=0): 
presortZ(0, c, n, out) = (c, n, out) 
presortZ(x & s, E, n, out) = presort2(x & s, n, E, out & 0) 
presort2 (x & s, c, n, out) = 
if min(c)cx thenpresort2(s, clx, n, outOmin(c)) 
else presort2 (s, c - min (c), n +x, out 0 min (c )) fi, 
funct (bag, bag, sequ sequ m) sequ sequ m clear, 
Vbagc,nl,n2,sequsequmout:(3mm:m~~~3mm’:m’~nl): 
clear(s, E, out) = out, 
clear(e, n ,, out) = clear(n 1, e, s & 0) 
clear(c, n2, out) = clear(c - min (c), n2, out Omin (c)). 
4 In fact we could have introduced bags already when defining presorrl. However, the subsequent 
development then would have been burdened by the fact that bags (in contrast to sequences) normally 
do not provide an operation for picking out a single element. 
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For the definition of the basic type BAG we use (cf. [5]): 
type LINORD = (sort m, funct (m, m) boo1 le): 
REFL: le( x, x) = true, 
TRANS: fe(x, y) A le(y, z)+le(x, z) 
ANTI: le(x, y) A le(y, x)*x = y. 
Then we define’ 
type BAG=(SO~ m, fUUCt (m,m) boo1 S,,, :LINORD(II1,6,))&,f,E,-: 
based on BOOL, 
sort bag, 
bag E, co empty bag co 
funct (bag, m) bag .+. , co incorporate co 
funct (m, bag) boo1 .E., co is element co 
funct (bag 6, m r: r E 6) bag .-. , co delete co 
lawsVmx,y,bag6: 
I1 : x E E = false, 
12:xE(b+y)=(x=y)v(xEb), 
D: (b+x)-y =ifx =y thenb else(b-y)+x fi 
endoftype. 
Based on BAG we define 
funct(bagb:Elmr:rEb)mmin, co minimum element co 
MI: min(E +x)=x, 
M?:min(b+x)=ifx S,min(b)thenx elsemin(b)fi 
funct (bag b, m x: 3 m r: r E 6) bag .I. co replace min(b) by x co 
R: (b +y)lx = ((b +y)-min(b +y))+x, 




funct (sequ m ) bag sequtobag co changing a sequence into a bag co 
STBl: sequtobag(0) = E, 
STBZ: sequtobag(x & s) = sequtobag(s) +x. 
So what we actually use in our initial specification is an operational enrichment 
(cf. Broy et al. [IS]) of BAG, viz. the type6 
5 This type definition is to be understood as follows: BAG is a (parameterized) type scheme defining 
(composed) objects of a sort bag. The parameterization concerns the elements of a bag which have to 
be of a sort urn 1 for which a linear ordering (c) is defined. BAG is based on BOOL (the Boolean values 
and their characteristic operations). It defines (for bags) the characteristic operations E, +, E, - the 
functionality and axiomatic characterization of which is specified in the type body. 
6 BAGS is an extension of BAG defining the same set of objects but additionally some more operations. 
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type BAGS = (sort m, funct (M, m) boo1 C,,,: LINORD(m, a,,,)) 
E,+,E,-_, min, I, 1.1: 
type (bag, E, +, E, -) = BAG(~, s,), 
((min, I, I.1 as defined above)) 
endoftype 
Remark. It is interesting to note that presort2 keeps the property 
Icl+ltll=P (*) 
‘invariant’. Obviously (*) is fulfilled for the initial call of presort;! and kept invariant 
by the first two defining equations. For the third equation we have (under the 
global premise 3 m m : m E c): 
Case I : min (c) s x. Then 
Icl+l~l=P~l(clxl,l+InI= (R) 
I(c-min(c))+xI+InI= (LZ, L3 ) 
ICI-l+l+InI=P. 
Case 2: l(min (c) sx). Then 
IcI+InI=PjIc-min(c)l+In+xI= (LZ,L3) 
[cl-l+lnl+l=P 
where L3 denotes the property (provable by data type induction) 
Vbag6,mx:x~b~~6-xl=~6~-1. 
2. First development of the data structure 
In principle the specification of the previous section allows both a development 
of the data structure and a development of the control structure rather indepen- 
dently of each other. However, as outlined in the introduction it is more economic 
to first concentrate on transforming the data structure in order to come up with 
another data structure with less operations that have the additional property of 
being easily implementable. We break the entire transition into two parts. First we 
aim at minimizing the number of operations and second we concentrate on easy 
implementability. 
Minimizing the number of operations in essence means to pass to a related type 
the operations of which either are tailored to some restricted context or comprise 
several operations of the original type. Easy implementability, on the other hand, 
refers to a situation where a complex operation of the original type is covered by 
an elementary one of the new type. Again both activities rely heavily on experience 
in transformational programming, i.e. on clever design decisions. 
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2.1. Using a bag of pairs instead of a pair of bags 
The basic idea (Eureka!) is to combine the two bags used into a single data 
structure (by simply attaching a label to each element that indicates the respective 
bag the element belongs to) in order to simplify the interchanging of the bags and 
to unitv the replace qoerationsperlormed on them. 
2.1.1. Introduction of pairs and their essential properties 
We define 
moder=atomic(c<,n); 
mode pair = p( m o, t t) co(object, tag) co 
where by definition of the mode declaration (cf. [5]) we have the laws 
0: o(p(obj, tag)) =obj, 
T: t (p (obj, tag)) = tag. 
The ordering s,,, on m now can be (formally) embedded into an ordering sp on 
pair by 
funct (pair, pair) boo1 sP, 
Pl spp2 e Mpd = t(p2) A O(Pl) %nO(PZN” MPl) -=,t(pz)). 
Of course, (pair, cP) is again a linear ordering which can be simply proved by 
showing r’ne vaMiQ ot ‘tZle prop&es XEFL, TILM”V’S, an& ANTI. Usins tk a&WE 
definition of pait and sP we tkn &fine 
typeWag, e, +, E, -, min, I, 1.1) = r3AGI(pair, SP). 
2.1.2. The transition from a pair of bags to a bag of pairs 
The correspondence between pairs of bags and bags of pairs is (formally) estab- 
lished by: 
funct (bag, bag) pbag merge, 
V bag 61, b2, pair x, y : 
MEl: merge(e, e) = E, 
MEZ: merge(bl +x, 62) =merge(bl, bZ)+p(x, c), 
ME3: merge(b2, 62 +y) = merge(b1, bZ)+p(y, n). 
Our imIerm&lbre _&l -ire 7n5w -&mf3 -cf pmn+d -m& 2’m*. 
funct (sequ m, pbag, sequ sequ m) (pbag, sequ sequ m) presortZ’, 
funct (pbag, sequ sequ m) sequ sequ m clear’, 
charaa%rized by 
presortZ’(in, merge(c, n), r) = presortZ(in, c, n, r) 
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and 
clear’(merge (c, n ), r) = clear(c, n, r) 
respectively. 
For the formal transition we need a few simple properties (the proofs of which 
can be found in the appendix). 
For discriminating the second and third equation of presort2 we use 
Lemma. 1. V bag bI, 62: 
(a) 3mm:m~b2~(~3mm:m~bl et(min(merge(bl,bZ))=n), 
(b) 3mm:mEbl ~(Slmm:m~b2~t(min(merge(bZ,b2))=c). 
For the ‘new’ minimum calculation we use 
Lemma 2. V bag 61, 62: 
3 m m: m E 61 3 min,,,,(bl) = o(minSD(merge(bl, 62))). 
For dealing with the ‘translation’ of the interchanging of the two bags c and n 
in the second equations of presort2 and clear respectively we introduce a transfer 
function 
funct (pbag) pbag rr 
which is defined by the (obvious) property: 
fr(merge(bl, 62)) = merge(b2,bl) 
from which we derive (by simply using the algebraic axioms): 
Tl: P(E)=&, 
T2: tr(b +p(x, c)) = tr(b)+p(x, n), 
T3: tr(b +p(x, n)) =tr(b)+p(x, c). 
Using the above properties we can derive a new version of presort2 
(*) 
funct (sequ m, pbag, sequ sequ m Hpbag, sequ sequ m 1 presort2, 
V pbag cn, sequ sequ m out, sequ m s, m x : 
presorfZ(0, cn, out) = (cn, out), 
t(min (cn)) = n * pfesortZ(n & s, cn, out) = 
presorfZ(x & s, fr(cn), our & 0), 
t(min(cn)) = c *pfesortZ(x & s, cn, out) = 
if o(min(cn))~x tbenpresorfZ(s, cnlp(x, c), outOo(min(cn))) 
else presorfZ(s, cn/p(x, n), outOo(min (02))) fi 
that can be shown to have the fundamental property stated at the beginning of this 
section. 
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2.1.3. Introducing ‘run numbers’ 
The next step concentrates on how to represent t. Obviously I can be represented 
by two arbitrary natural numbers a, b with a <b (Eureka!). W.1.o.g. we even can 
choose b = a + 1 (for an arbitrary nat a); thus in the above specification each 
occurrence of c and n can be equivalently replaced by a and a + 1 respectively. 
funct (sequ m, pbag, sequ sequ m)(pbag, sequ sequ m ) presort2, 
V sequ m s, pbag cn, sequ sequ m out, m x : 
presort2(0, cn, out) = (02, out), 
t(min(cn)) = a + 1 *presorfZ(x &s, crz, out) = 
presortZ(x & s, tr(cn), ot4t 6% 0), 
t(min (cn)) = a 3 presort2 (x & s, cn, out) = 
ifo(min(cn))Cx thenpresortZ(s,cn~p(x,u),outOo(min(cn))) 
else presortZ(s, cnlp(x, a + l), 
out Oo(min (02))) fi. 
In this version the tag of all elements in cn is changed from a + 1 to a (in tr) 
whenever an ordered subsequence is completed. The next idea (Eureka!) now is 
(instead of keeping the value for comparison, viz. a, and changing the tags in cn) 
simply to keep the tags and change the value for comparison (which means that tr 
reduces to identity). 
Since a is a constant, technically this means first adding an additional parameter 
in order to get a handle to it. Of course, this also requires an appropriate initialization 
of a (cf. Section 4). 
Formally this step amounts to introducing a new function pr2 defined by 
pr2 (a, s, b, 0) = (a, presort;! (s, b, 0)) and simple subsequent manipulations 
(unfold( presort2 1, associativity of tuple construction, distributivity of the if-then- 
else-fi and tuple construction, folding, renaming) to obtain the new version of 
presort2.. 
Then we can prove (by computational induction) the equivalence to the new 
version 
funct (nat, sequ m, pbag, sequ sequ m )(nat, pbag, sequ sequ m ) presort2, 
V nat a, sequ m s, pbag cn, sequ sequ m out, m x: 
presortZ(u, 0, cn, out) = (a, cn, out), 
t(min (cn)) = u + 1 *presori2(u, x & s, cn, out) = 
presort;!(u + 1, x & s, cn, out & O), 
t(min(cn)) = a *presort2(u, x &s, cn, out) = 
if o (min (cn )) c x then presort2 (a, s, cn ) p(x, a ), out 0 (min (cn ))) 
else presort2 (a, s, cn ] p (x, a + l), 
out @o(min (02))) fi. 
Similar considerations for cieur lead to 
funct (nat, pbag, sequ sequ m) sequ sequ m clear, 
V pbag cn, sequ sequ m out: 3 pair p : p E cn : 
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clear(a, E, our) = out, 
t(min (01)) = a + 1 * clear(a, cn, our) = clear(a + 1, cn, out & 0), 
t(min(cn)) = a *clear(a, cn, out) 
=clear(a,cn -min(cn),outOo(min(cn))) 
Note that this idea corresponds exactly to Knuth’s idea of using ‘run numbers’ (cf. 
[16]), i.e. indexing the elements of the output sequence by consecutive natural 
numbers. 
2.2. Eliminating the ‘delete’ operation in ‘clear’ 
The next modification is based on the observation (Eureka!) that for the delete 
operation in clear the replace operation can be used if we remember a standard 
technique from mathematics: instead of deleting an element we replace it by an 
element of insignificant value having the only property of being greater than all 
other elements. Formally we extend m to 
mode rn+= atomic {b}lproper(m uaf) 
and G,,, to s,,,+ by 
(Sm+lm = S,) h Vm x: i(+cc Sm+ x). 
Obviously, s,,,+ is again a linear ordering on m +. 
Now we can define 
type BAG+=((so~~ mC, funct (m’, m’) boot c,,,,: 
LINORD(m+, c,,,+ )I E, +, 6 -, min, I, 1.1: 
type (bag’, E, +, E, -, min, I, I.I)=k4Gl(m+, Cm+) 
endoftype 
Obviously, a redefinition of pair by 
mode pair’ = p (m +o, t t) 
and the substitution of bag, pbag, m, s,,, by bag’, pbag’, m+, s,,,+ has no influence 
on the above considerations. 
For BAG+ we have additionally the property that adding the insignificant element 
does not change the minimum: 
Lemma 3. V pbag’ cn, V t r : 
(3 m m : p@oper(m), t) E cn * min (cn) = min (cn +p(o3, n))). 
Applying this lemma to the specification of clear leads to the new equivalent’ 
version 
’ To be proved by computational induction. 
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funct (nat, pbag+, sequ sequ m ) sequ sequ m clear, 
V pbag- cn, sequ sequ m out, nat a : 
o(min (cn )) = Co * clear(a, cn, out) = out, 
0 (min (cn )) # Co h t (min (cn )) = a + 1 * clear(a, m, out 1 = 
clear(a + 1, cn, out & 0) 
o(min(cn))#c0ht(min(cn))=a =+clear(a, cn, out) = 
clear (a, cn Ip(o0, a + 11, 
outOo(min(cn))) 
The interesting consequence of this step is the obvious fact that once an object of 
sort pbag+ has been created (by init) its size never changes again (remember that 
up to now the size anyhow could only be changed in clear). This is of particular 
importance for the definedness of min (cn) in clear (since cn now cannot be empty). 
But it will also be an important aspect for our further considerations. 
2.3. Another representation for the essential data structure 
The type PBAG+ used so far (together with the minimum function and the replace 
operation defined on it) is in principle nothing but a priority queue. This observation 
leads to the idea (Eureka!) of representing PBAG+ by a certain kind of binary trees, 
viz. selection trees. 
2.3.1. Introduction of selection trees 
We use 
mode seltree = m (pair’ n )Ic (seltree 1, pair’ n, seltree r: seltreecond (n, 1, r )) 
where 
STC: seltreecond(n, 1, r)= (o(n) = rninsm+ (o(n(1)). o(n(r)))) 
and an operation (that will be used in a later stage of the development) 
funct (settree) boo1 isleaf, 
defined by 
V seltree tl. t2. pair+ no, no1 :selrreecond(no, (I, tz): 
ML: isleaf(m(nol ))= true, 
CL: isleaf(c(t,, no, (2)) = false. 
Note. By the semantics of the mode declaration (cf [5]) for seltree objects the 
following laws hold (using the same quantification as for isleaf ): 
LC: l(c(tl, no, (2)) = (1, 
RC: r(c(tt, no, t2)) = tz, 
NC: n(c(tl, no, tz)) = no, 
NM: n(m(no1 ))=noI. 
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Our further considerations are guided by basically the same idea as in the previous 
section. We are interested in a correspondence car between the old and the new 
data structure such that the result of presort (i.e. the whole task) is the same 
irrespective of what data structure we use for the intermediate computations.’ 
Formally we introduce 
funct (seltree) pbag’ car 
defined by 
V pair’x, n, seltree tl, t2: selrreecond(n, t,, t2): 
Rl: cor(m(x)) = E +x, 
R2: cor(c(f, n, r)) =cor(l)ucor(r) 
where 
funct (pbag’, pbag’) pbag’ u, 




23.2. The transition from bags to selection trees 
The further development now aims at deriving new functions init’, presortZ’, and 
clear’ (on seltree instead of pbag’) such that the following equations are satisfied:9 
cor*(init’(in, P)) = init(in, P), 
presort2’(a, in, st, our) = cor*(presortZ(a, in, cor(st), out)), 
clear’(a, st, out) = clear(a, cor(st), out). 
In order to derive presorr2’ and clear’ (init’ will be dealt with later on) we again 
need some properties (the proofs of which again can be found in the appendix). 
Lemma 4. 
V seltree t: min (car(t)) = n(t). 
Lemma 5. 
funct (seltree, pair’) seltree update 
s Note that this is a rather weak requirement the correctness of which can be immediately made 
plausible by a simple diagram relating the functions involved. In particular we do not require that the 
new data structure is an implementation (in the sense of [8]) of the old one. However, in our particular 
example, seltree even can be shown to be an implementation of pbag’. 
9 car* applied to any tuple is the identity on all components but those of sort seltree (where it yields 
the application of COT to the respective component). 
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defined by’” 
Ul: updute(m(y),x)=m(x), 
LIZ: update(c(l, n, r), x) = 
if n = n (I) then c (update (I, x 1, minnode (update (I, x ), r), r) 
0 n = n(r) then c([, minnode(f, updute(r, x)), updute(r, x)) fi, 
(where minnode(u, 6) is an abbreviation for 
ifn(u)sn(b)thenn(u)On(b)~n(u)thenn(b)fi) 
fulfils the condition 
V seltree I, pair’ x: cor( updute( t, x)) = cor( t)lx. 
Finally we obtain as new versions of presort2 andclear: 
funct (nat, sequ tn, seltree, sequ sequ m)(nat, seltree, sequ sequ m ) presort2, 
V nat a, sequ m s, seltree tr, sequ sequ m out, m x : 
presortZ(u, 0, tr, out) = (a, tr, out), 
t(n(tr)) = a + 1 *presortZ(u, x & s, tf, out) = 
presortZ(u + 1, x & s, tr, out & O), 
t(n(tf)) = a =9 
presort;!(u, x & s, tr, out) = 
presortZ(u, s, updute(tr, p(x, if o(n (tr)) =SX 
then a 
else a + 1 fi)), outOo(n(tr))), 
(*I 
funct (nat, seltree, sequ sequ m ) sequ sequ m clear, 
V nat a, seltree tr, sequ sequ m out: 
o(n(tr)) =cO *cfeur(u, tr, out) =out, 
o(n (tf)) # 00 h t(n (tr)) = a + 1 * cIeur(u, tr, out) = 
cfeur(u + 1, tr, out & O), 
o(n(tr))#WAt(n(tr))=u ~cfeur(u,tr,out)= 
cleur(u, updute(tr, p(c~, a + 111, outSo(n(tr))). 
3. Development of the control structure 
Before looking closer at a more machine-oriented representation for the selection 
trees we concentrate on developing the control structure, since this development 
usually provides valuable hints on a suitable data representation. As a first step 
we define recursive functions for presort2 and clear that immediately evolve from 
the respective recursion equations: 
I” How this definition is found, is elaborated- in the appendix 
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fund presort2 = (nat a, sequ m s, seltree tr, sequ sequ m out) 
(nat, seltree, sequ sequ m ): 
ifs = 0 then (a, tr, out) 
Cl s # 0 A t(n (tr)) = a + 1 then presort2(a + 1, s, tr, out & 0) 
lJs#OAt(n(tf))=a 
thenpresort2(a,rest(s),update(tr,p(top(s),ifo(n(tr))~top(s) 
then a else a + 1 fi)), 
outOo(n(tr))) fi, 
fund clear = (nat a, seltree tr, sequ sequ m out) sequ sequ m : 
if o (n (tr)) = a then out 
Oo(n(tr))#oo~t(n(tr))=a +1 thenclear(a +l, tr,out & 0) 
0 o(n (tr)) # a3 A t(n (tr)) = a 
then clear(a, update(tr, ~(00, a + l)), outOo(n(tr))) fi. 
Since both functions show a certain similarity in their recursive structure we aim 
at fusing them into a single function. 
First we define 
fund psclear = (nat a, sequ m s, seltree tr, sequ sequ m out) sequ sequ m : 
clear(presort2(a, s, tr, out)). 
From that we derive by unfold(presort2) and the distributivity of the if-then-else- 
construct 
if s = 0 then clear(a, tr, out) 
II s # 0 A t(n (tr)) = a + 1 then ckar(presort2(a + 1, s, tr, out & 0)) 
0 s # 0 A t(n (tr)) = a 
thenc[ear(presort2(a,rest(s),update(tr,p(top(s),ifo(n(tr))~top(s) 
then a else a + 1 fi)), 
outOo(n(tr))) fi. 
By unfolding clear in the first branch using A instead of the resulting if-fi-construct 
we get 
ifs=OAo(n(tr))=~~henout 
0s = O~o(n(tr)) # cob t(n(tr)) =a + 1 then clear(a + 1, tr, out & 0) 
OS = 0 AO(n(tf))#m A t(fi(tr)) =a 
then clear(a, update(tr, p(c~, a + l)), outOo(n (tr))) 
os#oAt(n(tr))=a+l... 
LlsfOAt(n(tr))=a... I 
((as in the previous version)) 
Finally using “V nat a, seltree t, sequ sequ m out: presortZ(a, 0, tr, out) = (a, tr, out)” 
in branches 2 and 3, folding psclear, and combining the branches 2 and 4, and 3 
and 5 resp. according to “s # 0 =$ o(n (tr )I # CO” result in 
fund psclear = (nat a, sequ m s, seltree tr, sequ sequ m out) sequ sequ m : 
if o (n (tr)) = 00 then out 
0 o(n (tr)) # 00 A t(n (tr)) = a + 1 then psclear(a + 1, s, tr, out & 0) 
0 O(n (tr)) # 00 A t(tl (tr)) = U 
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then pscfear(a, ifs f 0 then rest(s) else s fi, 
ifs # 0 then updare(rr,p(rop(s), 
if o(n(rr))<rop(s) 
then a else a + 1 fi) 
else update (rr, ~(00, a + 1)) fi, 
OUf Oo(n (rr)) ) fi. 
This completes the development of the control structure on the applicative level. 
4. Treatment of initialization 
Up to now we have not yet considered the operations rs and inir, since they do 
not introduce a particular new aspect in our derivation, but can be treated completely 
analogously to presort2 and clear. (For that reason the respective development will 
be presented somewhat more informally.) 
4.1. A specification of the initialization 
The introduction of PBAG+ leads to 
funct inir = (sequ m in, nat P)(nat, sequ m, pbag+): 
(1, v(sequ m i, pbag’b): 
where we arbitrarily decided to initialize a by 1. 
Of course, the length operation I.1 on pbag+ is defined in exactly the same way 
as for bag and for sequropbug we have obviously 
funct (nat, sequ m ) pbag+ sequropbug, 
V nat a, sequ m s, m x : 
STPBl : sequropbug(u, 0) = E, 
STPBZ: sequropbug(u, x & s) = sequropbag (a, s) + (x, u) 
(which can be formally derived from sequrobag using the transition function merge 
from Section 2). 
The subsequent ransition to selection trees leads to 
funct inir = (sequ m in, nat P)(nat, sequ m, seltree): 
(1, 77 (sequ m i, seltree rr ): 
3 sequ m s: s 0 i = in A cor(rr) = sequrobug(a, s) 
A nfeuues(rr) = P) 
where the definition of 
funct (seltree) nat nleaues : 
Nl : nleuues (m (x)) = 1 
NZ: nleuues(c(& n, r)) = nleaues(I)+nleaues(r) 
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V seltree t: nleauesft) = \cor(t)l. 
4.2. An algorithmic way of initialization 
The crucial step now consists in finding an algorithmic specification equivalent 
to this descriptive (non-operative) one, i.e. finding a way of constructing a selection 
tree with the desired property. Whereas s above obviously consists of the first P 
elements of in (and hence i of the respective remainder), finding an appropriate 
fr is a little more diflicult, since there are many selection trees fulfilling the 
specification of init. The only things we know are that it must have P leaves and 
the multiset of values of its nodes is the same as the multiset of the first P elements 
of the input sequence. But just these two facts lead to the idea (Eureka!) of breaking 
the task of finding a suitable selection tree also in two parts: 
(a) constructing the ‘shape’ of the selection tree (i.e. constructing a selection tree 
with insignificant node values and having P leaves), 
(b) filling in the first P elements of in according to the seltree condition. 
For solving part (b) the (already available) update operation would be a good 
candidate (Eureka!) provided the insignificant elements introduced in part (a) are 
consistent with update, i.e. have the property of being smaller (with respect to G,+) 
than all ‘significant’ elements. (In this connection it is interesting to note that by 
virtue of the guard in update the succession of the leaves to be ‘filled’ remains 
completely undetermined.) We achieve this by extending m + by another insignificant 
element (denoted by -co), formally 
mode m ++ = atomic (-00) 1 old (m + u ), 
and using seltree based on mode pair” = p (m ++o, nat t). 
Provided that a selection tree with all node values equal to --cc of appropriate 
shape has been generated by an operation create, the initialization of this tree with 
significant elements can be done simply by successively inserting these significant 
elements (via update) until no more elements are to be considered, i.e. until a 
significant element appears in the root. Hence we have 
funct init = (sequ m in, nat P)(nat, sequ m, seltree): 
initl(1, in, create(P)), 
funct inifl = (nat a, sequ m in, seltree t)(nat, sequ m, seltree): 
if o(n 0)) # -a~ then (a, in, t) 
else initl (a, rest(k), update(t, p(top(in), a))) fi. 
Again initl and psclear show a similarity in their recursion structure such that they 
also can be fused. Formally this can be done in the same way as in Section 3 and 
results in: 
funct presort = (sequ m in, nat P) sequ sequ m : 
psclear(1, in, create(P), 01, 
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funct psclear = (nat a, sequ m in, seltree tr, sequ sequ m out) sequ sequ m 
if o(n (tr)) = 00 then out 
El o(n (tr)) # 00 A t(n (tr)) = a + 1 then psclear(a + 1, s, tr, out & 0) 
Oo(n(tr))#~At(n(tr))=a 
then psclear(a, if s # 0 then rest(s) else s fi, 
if s # 0 then update(tr,p(top(s), if o(n(tr))~top(s) 
then a else a + 1 fi)) 
else update(tr, p(m, a + 1)) fi, 
if o(n(tr)) = --CO then out else outOo(n(tr)) fi) fi. 
4.3. A few thoughts on creating selection trees 
Now it remains to give an appropriate operational definition of create. A possible 
solution is (Eureka!): 
funct create = (nat n ) seltree: 
if n = 1 then m(p(-Jo, 0)) 
else (nat I, nat r ) = split (n 1 assert I+ r = n ; 
c(createll),p(-a, 0), create(r)) fi. 
Obviously create(n) generates a seltree object consisting of exactly 2n - 1 nodes 
(simple proof by induction on n) each containing -co as information. For implement- 
ing split in create there are different ways depending on the kind of ‘balancing’ of 
the selection tree that is aimed at. If e.g. a breadth-first left-right enumeration of 
the nodes of the tree is aimed at (as in [16]) we define 
funct split1 = (nat P: P 3 2)(nat, nat): 
[natr=p natx: 2”>P; 
(nat k,, nat kz) = (P - 2’-*, 2’-*); 
if kl > 2k2 then (2k2, kI - k2) else (kl, kz) fi J 
(where p denotes the least element operator). 
Another simpler implementation could be 
funct split2 = (nat P: P 3 2)(nat, nat): 
(P div 2, P - (P div 2)). 
5. Transition to the imperative level 
Till now all our considerations were restricted to the applicative level, i.e. the 
level of programming without variables. In the following we leave this applicative 
level by standard transformation techniques (cf. e.g. [3, 61). As a first step we 
remove the recursion in presort2 : 
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funct presort = (sequ m in, nat P) sequ sequ m : 
1 (var nat a, var sequ m i, var seltree tr, var sequ sequ m out) := 
(1, in, create(P), 0); 
while a (n (tr)) # CD do 
if t(n (Tr)) = a + 1 then (a, i, tr, out) := (a + 1, i, tr, out & 0) 
0 t(n (tr)) = u 
then (a, i, tr, auf) := 
(a, if i # 0 then rest(i 1 slee i fi, 
if i f 0 then updufe(fr, p (top(i), 
if o(n (rf)) d top(i) 
then a else a + 1 fi)), 
else updufe(fr, p(c0, a f 1)) fi, 
if o (n (tr)) = -cm then out else out 00 (n (tr)) fi) fi od; 
out 1 
In the next step we sequentialize the multiple assignments and perform trivial 
simplifications (e.g. drop superfluous assignments like i := i): 
funct presort = (sequ m in, nat P) sequ sequ m : 
[varnatu := l;varsequi:=in; 
var seltree fr := create(P); var sequ sequ m out := 0; 
while o (n (tr)) f m do 
ifr(n(rr))=a+l thenu :=u+l;out:=out&O 
0 t(n (tr)) = a then 
if o(n(tr))#--co thenour := outOo(n(fr))fi; 
if i # 0 then tr := updure(tr, p(rop(i), 
if o(n(rr))Cfop(i) 
then a else a + 1 fi)); 
i := rest(i) 
else tr := update (tr, p (CO, a + 1)) fifiod; 
out I 
Usually input and output (here the variables in and our) are considered as global 
Nith special operations defined for them. 
If we e.g. use the input/output notions of PASCAL, i.e. 
read(x) for [x := fop(in ); in := rest(h) J , 
eof for in = 0, 
write (x ) for OUf := out Ox, 
write/n for out := out & 0, 
ve might get 
proc presort = (nat P): 
[ var nat a := 1; var seltree tr := creute (P); var m x ; 
while o (n (tr)) Z CO do 
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if t(n(tr)) = a + 1 then a := a + 1; write/n 
0 t(n (tr)) = a then 
if o(n(tr)) f -CO then write(o(n(tr))) fi; 
if leaf then read(x); 
tr := update (tr, p (x, if 0 (n (tr)) =z x 
then a else a + 1 fi)) 
else tr := update(tr, p(c0, a + 1)) fi fi od J 
6. Further treatment of the data structure 
The last major development step further improves the implementation for selec- 
tion trees. Unfolding of that representation and further simplifications finally lead 
to the form of the algorithm aimed at. 
As usual, the ‘suitability’ of a representation strongly depends on how the 
respective data structure is used, in particular how it is constructed. The necessary 
information can always be extracted from the respective users of the data structure, 
viz. in our case from the functions update and create. 
6.1. Removing recursion from ‘update’ by introducing a suitable representation for 
selection trees 
update (as specified at the end of Section 2) is a typical linearly recursive function 
and hence as a first attack recursion removal techniques for linearly recursive 
functions (cf. e.g. [3, 61) are examined for applicability. 
We start with an operative version which directly emerges from the equational 
specification: 
funct updare = (seltree fr, pair p) seltree: 
if isleaf then m (p 1 
elseif n(tr)=n(l(frl) 
then c(update(f(tr),p), mintr(update(l(tr), P), r), r) 
tln(rr)=n(r(fr~) 
then c(l, mintr(l, updare(r(tr), p). updafe(r(tr), p)) fi fi 
where mintr(tl, tz) is just an abbreviation for min,(n(tl), n(tz)). 
Of course the universal tool in this area, viz. recursion removal by introduction 
of stacks, is applicable anyhow. But we can do even better (using the same basic 
principle, viz. function inversion (cf. [6]), since we are still free to require additional 
properties for the implementation of our data structure (provided these require- 
ments are consistent with the former type definition). The main prerequisites for 
function inversion are 
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(a) knowledge about the parameter value on termination-or at least how to 
compute it in an easy way. (In our case the parameter value on termination is that 
leaf having the same value as the root-which most simply could be obtained by 
linking the nodes and the respective leaves.) 
(b) Existence of inverses for those functions changing the parameters in the 
recursive calls (i.e. here a function father, as an inverse of left and right, resp.). 
An implementation of selection trees having just these properties could be given 
using a pointer representation. How to formally describe this transition is one of 
the topics of Moller [19]. We restrict ourselves to illustrate the respective ideas. 
Having a representation of seltree like (for a definition of pointers, their use and 
the notational conventions involved cf. [6]): 
[ mode seltree = var pt st, 
mode st = c (seltree left, seltree right, seltree father, var pair node), 
funct m = (pair p) seltree: newpt: (nil, nil, nil, p), 
funct c = (seltree rl, seltree r2, pair p: selrreecond(rl, r2, p)) seltree: 
[ seltree f =newpt: (r,, r2, nil, p); 
furher := f; furher := f; f J 
1 
and reflecting the fact that update occurs only in the context 
r := updure(r, . . .) 
by making it into a procedure (cf. Laut [17]), update changes into 
proc update = (seltree r, pair p): 
[ while 1 isleuf (r) do 
if node(r) = node(lefr(r)) then r := left(r) 
Onode = node(righr(r)) then r := right(r) fi od; 
node(r) := p; 
while father(r) # nil do 
r := furher( 
nude(r) := min&ode(fefr(r)), node(righr(r)))od 1. 
6.2. Further improvements 
In this version the only purpose of the first loop is to find that leaf in the tree 
having the same node information as the root. Hence (according to requirement 
(a) above) the computation can be shortened by introducing another component 
min (to be initialized in create) for keeping the desired information (Eureka!). With 
mode st’ = c (seltree left, seltree right, seltree father, 
seltree min, var pair node: node = node(min) A isleuf(min)) 
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instead of st we thus get 
proc update = (seltree r, pair p): 
[ t := min (t); node(t) := p ; 
while furher # nil do 
f := father(t); 
if node(lefr(r)) d node (right(f)) 
then node(r) := node (left(r)); min(r) := min(leff(r)) 
II node(fighr(r)) S node(lefr(t)) 
then node(r) := node(righr(r)); min(r) := min(righr(t)) fi od 1. 
By virtue of the assertion in the mode declaration we have node(/eft(r)) = 
node(min([eft(t))) (and analogously node(righr(r)) = node(min(righr(r)))) and hence 
the node components are no longer relevant except for leaves. The other way round 
the left, right components of leaves have no significant information and thus it 
seems appropriate (Eureka!) to distinguish between leaves and other nodes in the 
tree. With 
mode St” = leaf )cs (seltree left, seltree right, seltree furher, seltree min) 
mode leaf = cl(var pair node, seltree min, seltree father) 
instead of st’ we get 
proc update = (seltree 1, pair p): 
[r := min(r); node(f) := p; 
while father(r) # nil do 
r := father(r); 
if node(min(lefr(r)))snode(min(righr(r))) 
then min (t) := min (left(t)) 
Cl node(min(righr(r)) c node(min(lefr(t))) 
then min (r) := min (right(r)) od 1. 
6.3. ‘Inverting the order’ in the tree 
Up to now each seltree object t has the property that its minimum element 
simply can be obtained by node(min(t)). If in addition we introduce one more 
component, viz. nextmin for keeping track of the next candidate for being minimum 
(Eureka!), update still can be more simplified, since then if node(min(t)) = 
node(min (left(r))) we have node(nextmin (t)) = node(min (right(t))) and vice versa 
and thus the selectors left and right become superfluous and can be dropped. 
proc update = (seltree t, pair p): 
[ t := min(t); node(t) := p; 
while father(t) # nil do 
min (father(t)) := min (t); 
t := father(t); 
if node(nextmin (t)) s node (min (t)) 
then (min (t), nextmin (t)) := (nextmin (t), min (t)) fi od ] . 
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Moreover, in this version, only the min component of the currently considered 
node, viz. t, is relevant, since it keeps the information about the current minimum. 
Hence by introducing an auxiliary variable for keeping track of the current 
minimum, all min components can be dropped; the minimum of the whole tree 
then is kept in an additional root node, the respective leaf being accessible by the 
selector nextmin. Thus with 
mode seltree = var pt st, 
mode st = leaf 1 cs (seltree father, seltree nextmin) 
mode leaf = cl(var pair node, seltreefuther) 
we obtain 
proc update = (seltree t, pair p): 
[ t := nextmin (t); node(t) := p; 
seltree min := t; t := father(t); 
while father (t ) # nil do 
if node(nextmin(t))Cnode(min) 
then (min, nextmin (t)) := (nexfmin (I), min) fi; 
f := father(t) od; 
nextmin (t) := min 1. 
6.4. The final program 
Before collecting our various parts to constitute the final version of our develop- 
ment, a few more improvements can be performed with presort: 
- We know that create constructs a selection tree with the property that for all 
nodes n, o(n)= --OO and f(n)= 1; hence the values of o(n(t)) and t(n(fr)) can be 
kept in respective variables, say on, tn, to be initialized with -co, 1 and to be 
updated in each call of update. 
- Each execution of the branch guarded by t(n (tr)) = a + 1 is immediately followed 
by an execution of the next branch. Since, moreover, both branches exclude each 
other the execution of the entire loop can be speeded up by sequentializing these 
two branches. 
- If the condition 1 eof is checked within update then there remains a single call 
of update which then can be eliminated by a simple unfold. 
Thus we get 
proc presort = (nat P): 
[ var nat a := 1; seltree rr := create(P) ; var m x ; 
var m ++ on := -00; var nat fn := 1; 
while on f CO do 
if~n=u+lthenu:=u+l;wrifelnfi; 
if on # --CO then write(on) fi; 
tr := nextmin(fr); 
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node (rr ) := if ieof 
then read(x); p(x, if on sx then a else a + 1 fi) 
else p(cO, a + 1) fi 
seltree min := I; t := father(t); 
while father (t ) # nil do 
ifnode(nextmin(t))cnode(min) 
then (min, nexrmin (I )I := (nextmin (t 1, min 1 fi; 
t := father(t) od; 
nextmin (t) := min ; cn := o(node(min 1); 
tn := t(node(min )) od J. 
As a final improvement we could now make use of the fact that each selection tree 
in our algorithm has a fixed number of nodes (viz. 2P”) and thus we could represent 
the nodes by segments in an array of fixed length and the pointers by the correspond- 
ing indices. Performing this final improvement which includes an appropriate 
implementation of the initialization algorithm, we come up with a program version 
which is essentially the same as the one in Knuth [16]. 
7. Conclusion 
The basis for our previous considerations was exactly the same as the one in [9], 
viz. combining algebraic and algorithmic reasoning (concerning the data and control 
structure, resp.) in a transformational framework. Upon this basis we additionally 
tried to demonstrate how those two activities have to be coordinated in order to 
come up with a smooth, understandable derivation of a correct, efficient algorithm. 
In particular we also tried to show that the use of algebraic means for designing 
data type specifications does not imply always starting from scratch; in most cases 
it is much easier and transparent o use some basic (possibly predefined) data type 
and then to tune it by appropriate transformations until it shows the desired 
properties. 
There is always a discrepancy between the presentation of some results and how 
they were achieved. The same holds for our example: the actual development ook 
a good deal longer (about twice as much, if simply program versions are counted) 
than the presented result, due to blind alleys in the derivation (e.g. concerning the 
development of the data structure). However, it has turned out that the proposed 
guide-line had helped a lot in two respects: First, there are obviously lots of blind 
alleys that have been circumvented thanks to the guide-line (e.g. leaving the 
applicative level too early, or dealing with control constructs before having a suitable 
set of basic operations) and second, whenever a blind alley had been entered it 
soon could be recognized as such, since nearly always the respective following step 
(according to the guide-line) indicated failure. 
” Which could be even reduced to P, cf. [lb]. 
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In addition to the positive experience we made in our particular development, 
we are convinced that our proposed guide-line is not only useful for this particular 
problem or for related ones, but provides useful hints for the treatment of all kinds 
of problems the efficient solution of which depends on both suitable control 
constructs and suitable data structures. 
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Appendix 
In this appendix we give the proofs of the lemmas used in our derivation. These 
proofs not only provide additional insight into the sample development, but also 
prompt the conjecture that most lemmas used in program development by transfor- 
mations are but highly compressed derivations. 
Lemma 1. V bag 62, 62: 
(a) 3mm:m~b2~(~3mm:m~bl e3t(min(merge(bZ,bZ))=n), 
(b) 3mm:mcbl ~(~3mm:m~b2~t(min(merge(bl,b2))=c). 
Proof. (a) “*” 
3mm:m~b2~~3mm:m~bl~ (according to ME3) 
V m m: m E merge(b1, 62): t(m) = n 
and hence 
r(min (merge(b2, 62))) = n. 
-e=” 
t(min (merge (61, b2))) = n* (Def. of cP) 
V m m: m c merge(bl, 62): t(m) = n+ (according to ME3) 
73mm:mebl. 
(b) Analogously. 0 
Lemma 2. V bag 61, b2: 
Zlmm: mEb1 ~min,,,,(bl)=o(min,~(merge(bl,bZ))). 
Proof. (Data type induction on bl.) 
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Base case : bl = E +x : 
o(min,P(merge(bl, 62))) = ( o minsP(merge(e +x, b2))) = (ME2) 
o(min,p(merge(E, b2)+p(x, c))) = 042) 
o(if p(x, c) So min,.(merge(E, 62)) 
then p(x, c) else minGp(merge(E, b2)) fi)) = 
(def. s,,, Lemma 1) 
o(p(x. c)) = (0) 
x= (Ml 1 
mins,(& +x) = min,_(bl). 
min,,(bl) = min,_._(b +x) = (M2) 
ifx Sm (6) then x else min,(b) fi = (Ind. Hyp.) 
ifx Sm ~(min,~(merge(b, b2))) 
then x else o(minsp(merge(b, 62))) fi= (0) 
ifo(p(x, c)) % ~(min~,(merge(b, 62))) 
then o(p(x, c)) else o(min,v(merge(b, b2))) fi = (Distr. if, def. s,,) 
o(if p(x, c) s;-pmin,p(merge(b, b2 1) 
then p(x, c) else min,p(merge(b, 62)) fi) = (M2 ) 
o(minsP(merge(b, b2)+p(x, c))) = (ME2 ) 
o(minsP(merge(b +x, 62))) =o(min,,,(merge(bl, 62))). 
Lemma 3. V pbag’ cn, V t I: 
(3 m m : p(proper(m), r) E cn =3 min (02) = min (cn +p(oo, n))). 
cl 
Proof. At first we have by the definitions of sP and a3, req. 
(*) Vmm,Vtt:p(proper(m),t)<p(~,n) 
then 
min(cn +p(cq n)) = 042 1 
ifp(oo,n)G,min(cn)thenp(co,n)elsemin(cn)fi= (premise, (*)) 
min (02) q 








0 min (b) d min (a) then min (b) fi. 
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Proof. 
(a) (a ub)+x = (SI ) 
E u((a ub)+x)= (W 
(E +x)u(a ub)= 63) 
((E +x)ua)ub = 62) 
(&u(u+X))ub= 61) 
(a +x)ub. 
(b) Corollary to (a). 
(c) Data type induction on a. 
(d) Corollary to (c). 
(e) Data type induction on 6. 
(f) Data type induction on a. Cl 
Lemma 4. 
V seltree t: min (car(t)) = n(t). 
Proof. (Data type induction on r.) 
Base case : 
min(cor(m(x)))=min(e+x)=x=n(m(x)) (RI, Ml, NM) 
Induction step : 
min (cor(c(I, n, r))) = 
min (COT([) u rep(r)) = 
if min (car(l)) G min (car(r)) then min (car(l)) 
0 min(cor(r))smin(cor(l)) then min(cor(r)) fi= 
ifn(l)Sn(r)thenn(l) 
On(r)Sn(l)thenn(r)fi= 






Instead of proving Lemma 5 we rather demonstrate how the definition of update 
is developed. 
(1) cor(updute(m(y), x)) =cor(m(y))jx = ((*) of 2.3.2, Def. of .I.) 
(cor(m(y))-min(cor(m(y)))+x = 
((E +y)-min(e +y))+x =e +x =cor(m(x)) (RI, Ml, D, RI ) 
(2) cor(updute(c(/, n, r), x)) = cor(c([, n, r))lx = ((*) of 2.3.2, Def. of .I.) 
(cor(c(f, n, r))-min(cor(c(I, n, r))))+x = (RZ, Lemma 4) 
((cor(I)ucor(r))-n)+x = WC) 
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((cm(l)ucm(r))-if n(f) <n(r) then n(/l 
Cl Nan then n(r) fi)+x = (Distr. if) 
if n(f)sn(r) then ((cor(f)ucor(r))--n(f))+x 
0 n(r)sn(f) then ((cor(l)ucor(r))-n(r))+x fi= (Lemma 4) 
if n(f)=zn(r) then ((cOr(f)ucuT(r))-min(cor(f))+x 
Cln(r)~n(l)then((cor(l)ucor(r))-min(cor(r))+xfi= ((a),(c) above) 
if Nan then ((COT(~)-min(cor(f)))+x)ucor(r) 
Cl Nan then cor(f)u((cor(r)-min(cor(r)))+x) fi (Def. of .I., (*) 
of 2.3.2) 
if Nan then cor(update(I, x))ucor(r) 







0 n (ur) s n(f) then n (UT) fi, UT)) fi = 
cor(if n (I) s n (r) then c(uf, minnode(uf, r), r) 
0 n (r) G n (I) then c(f, minnode(f, UT), ur) fi) = (STC) 
cor(if n = n(f) then c(updufe(f, x), minnode(update(f, x), r), r) 
Cln = n(r) thenc(f, minnode(f, updufe(r, x)), updufe(r, x)) fi) 
Now, update as defined in the lemma is obviously a possible solution to these 
equations. The proof of Lemma 5 itself again can be done by data type induction 
(we omit this proof, since it is essentially along the lines of the above derivation). 
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